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What is a Holter monitor?
This is a portable Electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring system. It is a continuous recorder which monitors your heart rate and heart rhythm over a period of time - usually 24, 48 or 72 hours.

Why is the test done?
The test is often requested by the doctor if they suspect an irregular heart rate or rhythm (arrhythmia). This can be associated with palpitations, dizziness or other symptoms which may come and go.

What does the test involve?
The test takes about 15-20 minutes. Please ask a member of staff if you require a chaperone during your appointment.

A resting ECG may be carried out first; this requires you to remove your clothing to the waist and have electrodes attached to your chest, wrists, and ankles. This procedure takes approximately five minutes and is painless. The monitor is then fitted. It is approximately the size of a mobile phone. Three sticky electrodes are securely placed on to your chest (one relatively central, the remaining two below the breast on each side of the chest) to make the recording. Some men may need to have this area shaved. The monitor can either be placed in your pocket or hung around your neck.

How do I prepare for the test?
Please do not apply creams or lotions on your skin prior to the test. Please wear loose fitting clothes that are easy to put on and take off.

What do I have to do?
You will need to wear the monitor continuously for the required duration (including whilst sleeping at night). Carry out your usual daily activities whilst wearing the monitor. However, no bath or shower is permitted as the recorder MUST NOT get wet. You will be given a diary to record any symptoms relating to your heart such as palpitations, dizziness or shortness of breath etc. The physiologist fitting you with the monitor will usually give you this ‘diary card’. If they do not, please ask for one. This provides the doctor with further information to link any symptoms you experience to the heart rhythm in order to recommend a future care-plan for you.

What happens after the test?
You will need to return the monitor to the ECG Department at Ashford Hospital on the day that you have been instructed to do so. Please call the department on 01784 884266 if you have any concerns.

The results will be sent to the Consultant who requested the test. The results will be reviewed and a letter will be sent to your General Practitioner (GP) advising them of the results. You will receive a copy of this letter. This may take 2-4 weeks. If you have not received your letter within 6 weeks, please contact your GP.

Further Information
We endeavor to provide an excellent service at all times, but should you have any concerns please, in the first instance, raise these with the Manager or Cardiac Physiologist/s on duty. If they cannot resolve your concern, please contact our Patient Experience Team on 01932 723553 or email asp-tr.patient.advice@nhs.net. If you remain concerned, the team can also advise upon how to make a formal complaint.